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Kapitel 21: 'Anthem of the Cold' by AshSkY

Cold hearted,
not just in life.
Hand full of ice,
able to steal you're main price.
You can feel more,
more then just the heat.
The Night is not supposed to be warm,
the moon shines cold on the people tonight !

> Because it's not just warm in the world.
> There is supposed to be a single-hearted soul,
> Being Icecold,
> unmeltable by sun.
> Let this soul be risen,
> to the highest of the dark.
> This is it's Anthem,
> The Anthem of the Cold!

You thought, you like the heat ?
You thought, you like it's beat ?
You ever knew, there was a doubt in it ?
You ever understood, that there was something to be free in it ?
You ain't knew,
neither of these.
But guess well,
the sun rises usually,
at the end of the night, when the cold getting away from me.
There always have to be,
a cold day,
before it goes away from me.

> Because it's not just warm in the world.
> There is supposed to be a single-hearted soul,
> Being Icecold,
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> unmeltable by sun.
> Let this soul be risen,
> to the highest of the dark.
> This is it's Anthem,
> The Anthem of the Cold!

(You love the heat,
Just because you hate me ?)

(Because I'm too cold for you,
you wanted to break free ?)

> This is it's Anthem,
> This is it's Anthem,
> This is it's Anthem,
> The Anthem of the Cold!
> Because it's not just warm in the world.
> There is supposed to be a single-hearted soul,
> Being Icecold,
> unmeltable by sun.
> Let this soul be risen,
> to the highest of the dark.
> This is it's Anthem,
> The Anthem of the Cold!
> This is it's Anthem,
> The Anthem of the Cold!
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